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and also played a highly significant role in the domestic agendas of each country. Based on Spanish and English
Black Tudors Miranda Kaufmann 2017-10-05 Shortlisted for the Wolfson History Prize 2018 A Book of the Year for

archival sources, England and Spain in the Early Modern Era provides, for the first time, a clear picture of

the Evening Standard and the Observer A black porter publicly whips a white Englishman in the hall of a

diplomacy between England and Spain in the early modern era.

Gloucestershire manor house. A Moroccan woman is baptised in a London church. Henry VIII dispatches a

Biography and History in Film Thomas S. Freeman 2019-10-14 The essays in this volume seek to analyze

Mauritanian diver to salvage lost treasures from the Mary Rose. From long-forgotten records emerge the

biographical films as representations of historical individuals and the times in which they lived. To do this,

remarkable stories of Africans who lived free in Tudor England… They were present at some of the defining

contributors examine the context in which certain biographical films were made, including the state of knowledge

moments of the age. They were christened, married and buried by the Church. They were paid wages like any

about their subjects at that moment, and what these films reveal about the values and purposes of those who

other Tudors. The untold stories of the Black Tudors, dazzlingly brought to life by Kaufmann, will transform how

created them. This is an original approach to biographical (as opposed to historical) films and one that has so far

we see this most intriguing period of history.

played little part in the growing literature on historical films. The films discussed here date from the 1920s to the

War Beatrice Heuser 2022-03-17 War examines the nature of war and presents a genealogy of Western ideas and

2010s, and deal with males and females in periods ranging from the Middle Ages to the end of the twentieth

practices spanning over 2500 years.

century. In the process, the book discusses how biographical films reflect changing attitudes towards issues such as

The Chinese Impact upon English Renaissance Literature Mingjun Lu 2016-03-09 The Chinese Impact upon

race, gender and sexuality, and examines the influence of these films on popular perceptions of the past. The

English Renaissance Literature examines how English writers responded to the cultural shock caused by the first

introduction analyses the nature of biographical films as a genre: it compares and contrasts the nature of biography

substantial encounter between China and Western Europe. Author Mingjun Lu explores how Donne and Milton

on film with written biographies, and considers their relationship with the discipline of history. As the first

came to be aware of England’s participation in ’the race for the Far East’ launched by Spain and Portugal, and how

collection of essays on this popular but understudied genre, this book will be of interest to historians as well as those

this new global awareness shaped their conceptions of cultural pluralism. Drawing on globalization theory, a

in film and cultural studies.

framework that proves useful to help us rethink the literary world of Renaissance England in terms of global

Elizabeth I of England through Valois Eyes Estelle Paranque 2018-10-27 This book examines the first thirty years

maritime networks, Lu proposes the concept of ’liberal cosmopolitanism’ to study early modern English

of Elizabeth I’s reign from the perspective of the Valois kings, Charles IX and Henri III of France. Estelle Paranque

engagement with the other. The advanced culture of the Chinese, Lu argues, inculcated in Donne and Milton a

sifts through hundreds of French letters and ambassadorial reports to construct a fuller picture of early modern

respect for difference and a cosmopolitan curiosity that ultimately led both authors to reflect in profound and

Anglo-French relations, highlighting key events such as the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre, the imprisonment

previously unexamined ways upon their Eurocentric and monotheistic assumptions. The liberal cosmopolitan

and execution of Mary, Queen of Scots, and the victory of England over the Spanish Armada in 1588. By drawing

model not only opens Renaissance literary texts to globalization theory but also initiates a new way of thinking

on a wealth of French sources, she illuminates the French royal family’s shifting perceptions of Elizabeth I and

about the early modern encounter with the other beyond the conventional colonial/postcolonial, nationalist, and

suggests new conclusions about her reign.

Orientalist frameworks. By pushing East-West contact back to the period in 1570s-1670s, Lu’s work uncovers some

Raiders and Natives Arne Bialuschewski 2022-04-15 Throughout the seventeenth century Dutch, French, and

hitherto unrecognized Chinese elements in Western culture and their shaping influence upon English literary

English freebooters launched numerous assaults on Spanish targets all over Central America. Many people have

imagination.

heard of Henry Morgan and François L’Olonnais, who led a series of successful raids, but few know that the

England and Spain in the Early Modern Era Óscar Alfredo Ruiz Fernández 2019-12-12 The early 17th century

famous buccaneers often operated in regions inhabited and controlled by Native Americans rather than Spaniards.

was a time of great literature the era of Cervantes and Shakespeare but also of international tension and heightened

Arne Bialuschewski explores the cross-cultural relations that emerged when greedy marauders encountered local

diplomacy. This book looks at the relations between Spain under Philip III and Philip IV and England under James

populations in various parts of the Spanish empire. Natives, as it turned out, played a crucial role in the outcome of

I in the period 1603-1625. It examines the essential issues that established the framework for diplomatic relations

many of those raids. Depending on their own needs and assessment of the situation, indigenous people sometimes

between the two states, looking not only at questions of war and peace, but also of trade and piracy. Óscar Alfredo

chose to support the colonial authorities and sometimes aided the intruders instead. Freebooters used native guides,

Ruiz Fernández expertly argues that the diplomatic relationship was vital to the strategic interests of both powers

relied on expertise and supplies obtained from local communities, and captured and enslaved many natives they
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encountered on their way. This book tells the fascinating story of how indigenous groups or individuals

forces, governing as “sisters” within a royal family that exercised power by virtue of inherited right—the very

participated in the often-romanticized history of buccaneering. Building on extensive archival research,

right that Protestantism rejected as a basis for rule. Vibrantly chronicling the artistic creativity and political

Bialuschewski untangles the wide variety of forms that cross-cultural relations took. By placing these encounters at

ingenuity that flourished in the pockets of peace created by these four queens, Quilligan’s lavishly illustrated work

the center of Raiders and Natives, the author changes our understanding of the early modern Atlantic World and

offers a new perspective on the glorious sixteenth century and, crucially, the women who helped create it.

the role that native populations played in the international conflicts of the seventeenth century.

The ABC’s of Science Giuseppe Mussardo 2020-11-05 Science, with its inherent tension between the known and

Unexpected Heirs in Early Modern Europe Valerie Schutte 2017-10-24 There were many surprising accessions in

the unknown, is an inexhaustible mine of great stories. Collected here are twenty-six among the most enchanting

the early modern period, including Mary I of England, Henry III of France, Anne Stuart, and others, but this is

tales, one for each letter of the alphabet: the main characters are scientists of the highest caliber most of whom,

the first book dedicated solely to evaluating their lives and the repercussions of their reigns. By comparing a

however, are unknown to the general public. This book goes from A to Z. The letter A stands for Abel, the great

variety of such unexpected heirs, this engaging history offers a richer portrait of early modern monarchy. It shows

Norwegian mathematician, here involved in an elliptic thriller about a fundamental theorem of mathematics,

that the need for heirs and the acquisition and preparation of heirs had a critical impact on sixteenth- and

while the letter Z refers to Absolute Zero, the ultimate and lowest temperature limit, - 273,15 degrees Celsius, a

seventeenth-century culture and politics, from the appropriation of culture to the influence of language, to trade

value that is tremendously cooler than the most remote corner of the Universe: the race to reach this final outpost

and political alliances. It also shows that securing a dynasty relied on more than just political agreements and giving

of coldness is not yet complete, but, similarly to the history books of polar explorations at the beginning of the 20th

birth to legitimate sons, examining how relationships between women could and did forge alliances and dynastic

century, its pages record successes, failures, fierce rivalries and tragic desperations. In between the A and the Z,

continuities.

the other letters of the alphabet are similar to the various stages of a very fascinating journey along the paths of

Overturning Tables Scott A. Bessenecker 2014-11-03 The history of Protestant mission in the world has unfolded

science, a journey in the company of a very unique set of characters as eccentric and peculiar as those in Ulysses by

in step with the history of the modern marketplace, defining missions success in marketplace terms. Scott

James Joyce: the French astronomer who lost everything, even his mind, to chase the transits of Venus; the

Bessenecker points toward a view of missions freed of false attachments to material paradigms and tailored toward

caustic Austrian scientist who, perfectly at ease with both the laws of psychoanalysis and quantum mechanics,

a kingdom vision.

revealed the hidden secrets of dreams and the periodic table of chemical elements; the young Indian astrophysicist

When Women Ruled the World: Making the Renaissance in Europe Maureen Quilligan 2021-10-12 In this game-

who was the first to understand how a star dies, suffering the ferocious opposition of his mentor for this discovery.

changing revisionist history, a leading scholar of the Renaissance shows how four powerful women redefined the

Or the Hungarian physicist who struggled with his melancholy in the shadows of the desert of Los Alamos; or the

culture of European monarchy in the glorious sixteenth century. The sixteenth century in Europe was a time of

French scholar who was forced to hide her femininity behind a false identity so as to publish fundamental

chronic destabilization in which institutions of traditional authority were challenged and religious wars seemed

theorems on prime numbers. And so on and so forth. Twenty-six stories, which reveal the most authentic

unending. Yet it also witnessed the remarkable flowering of a pacifist culture, cultivated by a cohort of

atmosphere of science and the lives of some of its main players: each story can be read in quite a short period of

extraordinary women rulers—most notably, Mary Tudor; Elizabeth I; Mary, Queen of Scots; and Catherine de’

time -- basically the time it takes to get on and off the train between two metro stations. Largely independent

Medici—whose lives were intertwined not only by blood and marriage, but by a shared recognition that their

from one another, these twenty-six stories make the book a harmonious polyphony of several voices: the reader

premier places in the world of just a few dozen European monarchs required them to bond together, as women,

can invent his/her own very personal order for the chapters simply by ordering the sequence of letters

against the forces seeking to destroy them, if not the foundations of monarchy itself. Recasting the complex

differently. For an elementary law of Mathematics, this can give rise to an astronomically large number of possible

relationships among these four queens, Maureen Quilligan, a leading scholar of the Renaissance, rewrites centuries

books -- all the same, but - then again - all different. This book is therefore the ideal companion for an infinite

of historical analysis that sought to depict their governments as riven by personal jealousies and petty revenges.

number of real or metaphoric journeys.

Instead, When Women Ruled the World shows how these regents carefully engendered a culture of mutual

The Immutable Laws of Mankind Alastair Davidson 2012-05-02 The key question for the history of universal

respect, focusing on the gift-giving by which they aimed to ensure ties of friendship and alliance. As Quilligan

human rights is why it took so long for them to become established as law. The main theme of this book is that the

demonstrates, gifts were no mere signals of affection, but inalienable possessions, often handed down through

attainment of universal human rights required heroic struggle, first by individuals and then by ever-increasing

generations, that served as agents in the creation of a steep social hierarchy that allowed women to assume political

numbers of people who supported those views against the major historical trends. Universal human rights are won

authority beyond the confines of their gender. “With brilliant panache” (Amanda Foreman), Quilligan reveals how

from a hostile majority by outsiders. The chapters in the book describe the milestones in that struggle. The history

eleven-year-old Elizabeth I’s gift of a handmade book to her stepmother, Katherine Parr, helped facilitate peace

presented in this book shows that, in most places at most times, even today, for concrete material reasons a great

within the tumultuous Tudor dynasty, and how Catherine de’ Medici’s gift of the Valois tapestries to her

many people oppose the notion that all individuals have equal rights. The dominant history since the 1600s has

granddaughter, the soon-to-be Grand Duchess of Tuscany, both solidified and enhanced the Medici family’s

been that of a mass struggle for the national-democratic state. This book argues that this struggle for national rights

prestige. Quilligan even uncovers a book of poetry given to Elizabeth I by Catherine de’ Medici as a warning

has been practically and logically contradictory with the struggle for universal rights. It would only be otherwise

against the concerted attack launched by her closest counselor, William Cecil, on the divine right of kings—an

if there were free migration and access to citizenship on demand by anybody. This has never been the case. Rather

attack that ultimately resulted in the execution of her sister, Mary, Queen of Scots. Beyond gifts, When Women

than drawing only on European sources and being limited to major literary figures, this book is written from the

Ruled the World delves into the connections the regents created among themselves, connections that historians

Gramscian perspective that ideas mean little until they are taken up as mass ideologies. It draws on sources from

have long considered beneath notice. “Like fellow soldiers in a sororal troop,” Quilligan writes, these women

Asia and America and on knowledge about mass attitudes, globally and throughout history.

protected and aided each other. Aware of the leveling patriarchal power of the Reformation, they consolidated

A Dangerous Woman Susan Ronald 2018-02-20 A revealing biography of Florence Gould, fabulously wealthy
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socialite and patron of the arts, who hid a dark past as a Nazi collaborator in 1940’s Paris. Born in turn-of-the-

Pirate Women Laura Sook Duncombe 2017-04-01 In the first-ever Seven Seas history of the world's female

century San Francisco to French parents, Florence moved to Paris at the age of eleven. Believing that only money

buccaneers, Pirate Women: The Princesses, Prostitutes, and Privateers Who Ruled the Seven Seas tells the story of

brought respectability and happiness, she became the third wife of Frank Jay Gould, son of the railway millionaire

women, both real and legendary, who through the ages sailed alongside—and sometimes in command of—their

Jay Gould. She guided Frank’s millions into hotels and casinos, creating a luxury hotel and casino empire. She

male counterparts. These women came from all walks of life but had one thing in common: a desire for freedom.

entertained Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald, Pablo Picasso, Joseph Kennedy, and many Hollywood stars—like Charlie

History has largely ignored these female swashbucklers, until now. Here are their stories, from ancient Norse

Chaplin, who became her lover. While the party ended for most Americans after the Crash of 1929, Frank and

princess Alfhild and warrior Rusla to Sayyida al-Hurra of the Barbary corsairs; from Grace O'Malley, who

Florence stayed on, fearing retribution by the IRS. During the Occupation, Florence took several German lovers

terrorized shipping operations around the British Isles during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I; to Cheng I Sao, who

and hosted a controversial Nazi salon. As the Allies closed in, the unscrupulous Florence became embroiled in a

commanded a fleet of four hundred ships off China in the early nineteenth century. Author Laura Sook Duncombe

notorious money laundering operation for Hermann Göring’s Aerobank. Yet after the war, not only did she avoid

also looks beyond the stories to the storytellers and mythmakers. What biases and agendas motivated them? What

prosecution, but her vast fortune bought her respectability as a significant contributor to the Metropolitan Museum

did they leave out? Pirate Women explores why and how these stories are told and passed down, and how history

and New York University, among many others. It also earned her friends like Estée Lauder who obligingly

changes depending on who is recording it. It's the most comprehensive overview of women pirates in one volume

looked the other way. A seductive and utterly amoral woman who loved to say “money doesn’t care who owns

and chock-full of swashbuckling adventures that pull these unique women from the shadows into the spotlight

it,” Florence’s life proved a strong argument that perhaps money can buy happiness after all.

that they deserve.

A Pirate's Life for She Laura Sook Duncombe 2019-10-01 Pirates are a perennially popular subject, depicted often

Facing the Abyss Mike Leddra 2019-08-30 With 352 years separating the defeat of the Spanish Armada and the

in songs, stories, and Halloween costumes. Yet the truth about pirates—who they were, why they went to sea, and

Battle of Britain, how could they be similar? Astonishingly, through the introduction of new and innovative

what their lives were really like—is seldom a part of the conversation. In this Seven Seas history of the world's

designs for their ships and guns, and the fighter aircraft and their command and control system, the English Navy,

female buccaneers, A Pirate's Life for She tells the story of 16 women who through the ages sailed alongside—and

in 1588, and the Royal Air Force, in 1940, were able to dictate both battles. Their success led to a new type of naval

sometimes in command of—their male counterparts. These women came from all walks of life but had one thing in

warfare that remained largely unchanged from 1588 until the start of the Second World War and the realization

common: a desire for freedom. History has largely ignored these female swashbucklers, until now. Here are their

that aerial warfare would dominate many battlefields from 1940 to the present day. Behind the headlines, there

stories, from ancient Norse princess Alfhild to Sayyida al-Hurra of the Barbary corsairs; from Grace O'Malley, who

lay many fascinating stories including European history, power struggles, the threat of invasion, myths and

terrorized shipping operations around the British Isles during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I; to Cheng I Sao, who

legends, and heroes and villains. By including the stories behind many of these, the reader will gain a better

commanded a fleet of 1,400 ships off China in the early 19th century. Author Laura Sook Duncombe also looks

insight into the rightful place of both battles in history.

beyond the fact that these women are not easy heroines: they are lawbreakers. Rather than defend their illegal

A Kingdom Strange James Horn 2010-03-30 In 1587, John White and 117 men, women, and children landed off

actions, A Pirate's Life for She tells their full stories, focusing on the reasons why these women became pirates. It is

the coast of North Carolina on Roanoke Island, hoping to carve a colony from fearsome wilderness. A mere month

possible to admire the courage, determination and skills these women possessed without endorsing the actions for

later, facing quickly diminishing supplies and a fierce native population, White sailed back to England in

which they used them. These stories of women who took control of their own destinies in a world where the odds

desperation. He persuaded the wealthy Sir Walter Raleigh, the expedition's sponsor, to rescue the imperiled

were against them will inspire young women to reach for their own dreams.

colonists, but by the time White returned with aid the colonists of Roanoke were nowhere to be found. He never

The Ambassador Susan Ronald 2021-08-03 Acclaimed biographer Susan Ronald reveals the truth about Joseph P.

saw his friends or family again. In this gripping account based on new archival material, colonial historian James

Kennedy's shockingly controversial tenure as Ambassador to Great Britain on the eve of World War II. On

Horn tells for the first time the complete story of what happened to the Roanoke colonists and their descendants. A

February 18, 1938, Joseph P. Kennedy was sworn in as US Ambassador to the Court of St. James. To say his

compellingly original examination of one of the great unsolved mysteries of American history, A Kingdom

appointment to the most prestigious and strategic diplomatic post in the world shocked the Establishment was an

Strange will be essential reading for anyone interested in our national origins.

understatement: known for his profound Irish roots and staunch Catholicism, not to mention his “plain-spoken”

Orienting Hollywood Nitin Govil 2015-03-27 A new understanding of the culturally rich and historic relationship

opinions and womanizing, he was a curious choice as Europe hurtled toward war. Initially welcomed by the

between Hollywood and Bollywood. With American cinema facing intense technological and financial challenges

British, in less than two short years Kennedy was loathed by the White House, the State Department and the

both at home and abroad, and with Indian media looking to globalize, there have been numerous high-profile

British Government. Believing firmly that Fascism was the inevitable wave of the future, he consistently

institutional connections between Hollywood and Bombay cinema in the past few years. Many accounts have

misrepresented official US foreign policy internationally as well as direct instructions from FDR himself. The

proclaimed India’s transformation in a relatively short period from a Hollywood outpost to a frontier of opportunity.

Americans were the first to disown him and the British and the Nazis used Kennedy to their own ends. Through

Orienting Hollywood moves beyond the conventional popular wisdom that Hollywood and Bombay cinema have

meticulous research and many newly available sources, Ronald confirms in impressive detail what has long been

only recently become intertwined because of economic priorities, instead uncovering a longer history of exchange.

believed by many: that Kennedy was a Fascist sympathizer and an anti-Semite whose only loyalty was to his

Through archival research, interviews, industry sources, policy documents, and cultural criticism, Nitin Govil not

family's advancement. She also reveals the ambitions of the Kennedy dynasty during this period abroad, as they

only documents encounters between Hollywood and India but also shows how connections were imagined over a

sought to enter the world of high society London and establish themselves as America’s first family. Thorough and

century of screen exchange. Employing a comparative framework, Govil details the history of influence, traces the

utterly readable, The Ambassador explores a darker side of the Kennedy patriarch in an account sure to generate

nature of interoperability, and textures the contact between Hollywood and Bombay cinema by exploring both the

attention and controversy.

reality and imagination of encounter.
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Under the Bloody Flag John C Appleby 2011-11-08 Long before Blackbeard, Captain Kidd and Black Barty

Sierra Leone. As the narrative unfolds in The Logbooks, Farrow explores the idea that if our history is incomplete,

terrorised the Caribbean, the seas around the British Isles swarmed with pirates. Thousands of men turned to

then collectively we have forgotten who we are—a loss that is in some ways similar to what her mother

piracy at sea, often as a makeshift strategy of survival. Piracy was a business, not a way of life. Although the young

experienced. Her meditations are well rounded with references to the work of writers, historians, and

Francis Drake became the most famous pirate of the period, scores of little-known pirate leaders operated during

psychologists. Forthright, well researched, and warmly recounted, Farrow’s writing is that of a novelist’s, with an

this time, acquiring mixed reputations on land and at sea. Captain Henry Strangeways earned notoriety for his

eye for detail. Using a wealth of primary sources, she paints a vivid picture of the eighteenth-century Connecticut

attacks on French shipping in the Channel and the Irish Sea, selling booty ashore in south-west England and

slavers. The multiple narratives combine in surprising and effective ways to make this an intimate confrontation

Wales. John Callice, and his associates, sailed in consort with others, including another arch-pirate, Robert Hicks,

with the past, and a powerful meditation on how slavery still affects us.

plundering French, Spanish, Danish and Scottish shipping, in voyages that ranged from Scotland to Spain. The first

Pirate Nests and the Rise of the British Empire, 1570-1740 Mark G. Hanna 2015-10-22 Analyzing the rise and

British pirates led erratic careers, but their roving in local waters paved the way for the more aggressive and

subsequent fall of international piracy from the perspective of colonial hinterlands, Mark G. Hanna explores the

ambitious deep-sea piracy in the Caribbean.

often overt support of sea marauders in maritime communities from the inception of England's burgeoning empire

The A-Z of Curious Suffolk Sarah E. Doig 2016-08-04 This book romps through the rolling countryside and along

in the 1570s to its administrative consolidation by the 1740s. Although traditionally depicted as swashbuckling

the shingled coastline of Suffolk, unearthing the curious along the way. Sandwiched between ecclesiastical

adventurers on the high seas, pirates played a crucial role on land. Far from a hindrance to trade, their enterprises

penances handed down to adulterers and fornicators, and the odd porcelain incendiary bombs commemorating the

contributed to commercial development and to the economic infrastructure of port towns. English piracy and

Zeppelin raids, is an alphabetical cornucopia of strange, spooky and mysterious facts about the county. Is the

unregulated privateering flourished in the Pacific, the Caribbean, and the Indian Ocean because of merchant elites'

supposedly ancient game of dwile flonking quite so old? What did writers like Pepys and Defoe say about Suffolk

active support in the North American colonies. Sea marauders represented a real as well as a symbolic challenge to

cheese? Which tower was probably just built to curry favour with the monarch? And who was the unknown,

legal and commercial policies formulated by distant and ineffectual administrative bodies that undermined the

self-taught archaeologist who made one of the most significant finds of all time? The A-Z of Curious Suffolk is a

financial prosperity and defense of the colonies. Departing from previous understandings of deep-sea marauding,

book to dip into, unless of course you can’t wait to turn the page and read more!

this study reveals the full scope of pirates' activities in relation to the landed communities that they serviced and

Colonising New Zealand Paul Moon 2021-09-06 Colonising New Zealand offers a radically new vision of the basis

their impact on patterns of development that formed early America and the British Empire.

and process of Britain’s colonisation of New Zealand. It commences by confronting the problems arising from

How the West Won Rodney Stark 2014-03-17 Finally the Truth about the Rise of the West Modernity developed

subjective and ever-evolving moral judgements about colonisation and examines the possibility of understanding

only in the West—in Europe and North America. Nowhere else did science and democracy arise; nowhere else

colonisation beyond the confines of any preoccupations with moral perspectives. It then investigates the motives

was slavery outlawed. Only Westerners invented chimneys, musical scores, telescopes, eyeglasses, pianos, electric

behind Britain’s imperial expansion, both in a global context and specifically in relation to New Zealand. The

lights, aspirin, and soap. The question is, Why? Unfortunately, that question has become so politically incorrect that

nature and reasons for this expansion are deciphered using the model of an organic imperial ecosystem, which

most scholars avoid it. But acclaimed author Rodney Stark provides the answers in this sweeping new look at

involves examining the first cause of all colonisation and which provides a means of understanding why the

Western civilization. How the West Won demonstrates the primacy of uniquely Western ideas—among them the

disparate parts of the colonial system functioned in the ways that they did. Britain’s imperial system did not bring

belief in free will, the commitment to the pursuit of knowledge, the notion that the universe functions according

itself into being, and so the notion of the Empire having emerged from a supra-system is assessed, which in turn

to rational rules that can be discovered, and the emphasis on human freedom and secure property rights. Taking

leads to an exploration of the idea of equilibrium-achievement as the Prime Mover behind all

readers on a thrilling journey from ancient Greece to the present, Stark challenges much of the received wisdom

colonisation—something that is borne out in New Zealand’s experience from the late eighteenth century. This

about Western history. How the West Won shows, for example: · Why the fall of Rome was the single most

work changes profoundly the way New Zealand’s colonisation is interpreted, and provides a framework for

beneficial event in the rise of Western civilization · Why the “Dark Ages” never happened · Why the Crusades

reassessing all forms of imperialism.

had nothing to do with grabbing loot or attacking the Muslim world unprovoked · Why there was no “Scientific

Women and English Piracy, 1540-1720 John C. Appleby 2015-04-16 Drawing on a wide body of evidence, the book

Revolution” · Why scholars’ recent efforts to dismiss the importance of battles are ridiculous: had the Greeks lost at

argues that the support of women was vital to the persistence of piracy around the British Isles at least until the

the Battle of Marathon, we probably would never have heard of Plato or Aristotle Stark also debunks absurd

early seventeenth century. The emergence of long-distance and globalized predation had far reaching

fabrications that have flourished in the past few decades: that the Greeks stole their culture from Africa; that the

consequences for female agency.

West’s “discoveries” were copied from the Chinese and Muslims; that Europe became rich by plundering the non-

The Logbooks Anne Farrow 2014-10-07 In 1757, a sailing ship owned by an affluent Connecticut merchant sailed

Western world. At the same time, he reveals the woeful inadequacy of recent attempts to attribute the rise of the

from New London to the tiny island of Bence in Sierra Leone, West Africa, to take on fresh water and slaves. On

West to purely material causes—favorable climates, abundant natural resources, guns and steel. How the West

board was the owner’s son, on a training voyage to learn the trade. The Logbooks explores that voyage, and two

Won displays Rodney Stark’s gifts for lively narrative history and making the latest scholarship accessible to all

others documented by that young man, to unearth new realities of Connecticut’s slave trade and question how we

readers. This bold, insightful book will force you to rethink your understanding of the West and the birth of

could have forgotten this part of our past so completely. When writer Anne Farrow discovered the significance of

modernity—and to recognize that Western civilization really has set itself apart from other cultures.

the logbooks for the Africa and two other ships in 2004, her mother had been recently diagnosed with dementia.

Pirates Peter Lehr 2019-07-16 A global account of pirates and their modus operandi from the middle ages to the

As Farrow bore witness to the impact of memory loss on her mother’s sense of self, she also began a journey into

present day In the twenty-first century piracy has regained a central place in Western culture, thanks to a

the world of the logbooks and the Atlantic slave trade, eventually retracing part of the Africa’s long-ago voyage to

surprising combination of Johnny Depp and the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise as well as the dramatic rise of
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modern-day piracy around Somalia and the Horn of Africa. In this global history of the phenomenon, maritime

Elizabeth I that focuses on her role in the Wars on Religion—the battle between Protestantism and Catholicisim

terrorism and piracy expert Peter Lehr casts fresh light on pirates. Ranging from the Vikings and Wako pirates in

that tore apart Europe in the 16th Century Elizabeth's 1558 coronation procession was met with an extravagant

the Middle Ages to modern day Somali pirates, Lehr delves deep into what motivates pirates and how they

outpouring of love. Only twenty-five years old, the young queen saw herself as their Protestant savior, aiming to

operate. He also illuminates the state's role in the development of piracy throughout history: from privateers

provide the nation with new hope, prosperity, and independence from the foreign influence that had plagued her

sanctioned by Queen Elizabeth to pirates operating off the coast of Africa taking the law into their own hands.

sister Mary's reign. Given the scars of the Reformation, Elizabeth would need all of the powers of diplomacy and

After exploring the structural failures which create fertile ground for pirate activities, Lehr evaluates the success

tact she could summon. Extravagant, witty, and hot-tempered, Elizabeth was the ultimate tyrant. Yet at the outset,

of counter-piracy efforts--and the reasons behind its failures.

in religious matters, she was unfathomably tolerant for her day. "There is only one Christ, Jesus, one faith,"

Elizabeth I's Last Favourite Sarah-Beth Watkins 2021-03-26 Despite widespread interest in Robert Devereux, 2nd

Elizabeth once proclaimed. "All else is a dispute over trifles." Heretic Queen is the highly personal, untold story of

Earl of Essex, little has been written about him in decades past. In Elizabeth I's Last Favourite, Sarah-Beth Watkins

how Queen Elizabeth I secured the future of England as a world power. Susan Ronald paints the queen as a

brings the story of his life, and death, back into the public eye. In the later years of Elizabeth I's reign, Robert

complex character whose apparent indecision was really a political tool that she wielded with great aplomb.

Devereux became the ageing queen's last favourite. The young upstart courtier was the stepson of her most

Documents of Shakespeare's England John A. Wagner 2019-10-31 This engaging collection of over 60 primary

famous love, Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. Although he tried, throughout his life, to live up to his stepfather's

document selections sheds light on the personalities, issues, events, and ideas that defined and shaped life in

memory, Essex would never be the man he was. His love for the queen ran in tandem with undercurrents of

England during the years of Shakespeare's life and career. • Offers readers an understanding of the social, political,

selfishness and greed. Yet, Elizabeth showered him with affection, gifts and the tolerance only a mother could

religious, economic, and cultural dimensions of England during the years in which William Shakespeare lived and

have for an errant son. In return, for a time, Essex flattered her and pandered to her every whim. But, one

worked • Includes more than 60 important and engaging primary document selections • Provides a detailed

disastrous commission after another befell the earl, from his military campaigns, to voyages seeking treasure, to his

Chronology and a useful general bibliography as well as bibliographies specific to individual documents • Features a

stint as spymaster. Ultimately, his relationship with the queen would suffer and his final act of rebellion would

detailed general Introduction putting the broad topic of Shakespeare's England into context as well as introductions

force Elizabeth I to ensure her last favourite troubled her no more.

specific to each document selection, putting that selection into context • Focuses on the period that many modern

Roads to Ruin: The War for Morocco in the Sixteenth Century Comer Plummer III

Shakespearean and Elizabethan movies (e.g., Mary, Queen of Scots), plays, and television series (e.g., Reign) depict

The Jamestown Experiment Tony Williams 2011-02-01 The American dream was built along the banks of the

Crisis and Legitimacy in Atlantic American Narratives of Piracy Alexandra Ganser 2020 This Open Access book,

James River in Virginia. The settlers who established America's first permanent English colony at Jamestown

Crisis and Legitimacy in Atlantic American Narratives of Piracy: 1678-1865, examines literary and visual

were not seeking religious or personal freedom. They were comprised of gentlemen adventurers and common

representations of piracy beginning with A.O. Exquemelin’s 1678 Buccaneers of America and ending at the onset

tradesmen who risked their lives and fortunes on the venture and stood to reap the rewards-the rewards of

of the US-American Civil War. Examining both canonical and understudied texts—from Puritan sermons, James

personal profit and the glory of mother England. If they could live long enough to see their dream come to life.

Fenimore Cooper’s The Red Rover, and Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno” to the popular cross-dressing female

The Jamestown Experiment is the dramatic, engaging, and tumultuous story of one of the most audacious business

pirate novelette Fanny Campbell, and satirical decorated Union envelopes, this book argues that piracy acted as a

efforts in Western history. It is the story of well-known figures like John Smith setting out to create a source of

trope to negotiate ideas of legitimacy in the contexts of U.S. colonialism, nationalism, and expansionism. The

wealth not bestowed by heritage. As they struggled to make this dream come true, they would face relentless

readings demonstrate how pirates were invoked in transatlantic literary production at times when dominant

calamities, including mutinies, shipwrecks, native attacks, and even cannibalism. And at every step of the way, the

conceptions of legitimacy, built upon categorizations of race, class, and gender, had come into crisis. As popular and

decisions they made to keep this business alive would not only affect their effort, but would shape the future of

mobile maritime outlaw figures, it is suggested, pirates asked questions about might and right at critical moments

the land on which they had settled in ways they never could have expected. The Jamestown Experiment is the

of Atlantic history.

untold story of the unlikely and dramatic events that defined the "self-made man" and gave birth to the American

Hitler's Art Thief Susan Ronald 2015-09-22 The world was stunned when eighty-year old Cornelius Gurlitt

dream. Tony Williams taught history and literature for ten years, and has a master's in American history from

became an international media superstar in November 2013 on the discovery of over 1,400 artworks in his 1,076

Ohio State University. He wrote Hurricane of Independence and The Pox and the Covenant, and is currently a

square-foot Munich apartment, valued at around $1.35 billion. Gurlitt became known as a man who never was - he

full-time author who lives in Williamsburg, Virginia, with his wife and children.

didn't have a bank account, never paid tax, never received social security. He simply did not exist. He had been

The Tudors on Film and Television Sue Parrill 2013-02-26 With its mix of family drama, sex and violence,

hard-wired into a life of shadows and secrecy by his own father long before he had inherited his art collection built

Britain's Tudor dynasty (1485-1603) has long excited the interest of filmmakers and moviegoers. Since the birth of

on the spoliation of museums and Jews during Hitler's Third Reich. The ensuing media frenzy unleashed

movie-making technology, the lives and times of kings Henry VII, Henry VIII, and Edward VI and queens Mary

international calls for restitution, unsettled international relations, and rocked the art world. Susan Ronald reveals

I, Jane Grey and Elizabeth I have remained popular cinematic themes. From 1895's The Execution of Mary Stuart

in this stranger-than-fiction-tale how Hildebrand Gurlitt succeeded in looting in the name of the Third Reich,

to 2011's Anonymous, this comprehensive filmography chronicles every known movie about the Tudor era,

duping the Monuments Men and the Nazis alike. As an "official dealer" for Hitler and Goebbels, Hildebrand Gurlitt

including feature films; made-for-television films, mini-series, and series; documentaries; animated films; and

became one of the Third Reich's most prolific art looters. Yet he stole from Hitler too, allegedly to save modern art.

shorts. From royal biographies to period pieces to modern movies with flashbacks or time travel, this work reveals

Hitler's Art Thief is the untold story of Hildebrand Gurlitt, who stole more than art-he stole lives, too.

how these films both convey the attitudes of Tudor times and reflect the era in which they were made.

The Great Expedition Angus Konstam 2011-12-20 In 1585, the English launched a pre-emptive strike against

Heretic Queen Susan Ronald 2012-08-07 Acclaimed biographer Susan Ronald delivers a stunning account of

Spain, by attacking her New World colonies. Led by Sir Francis Drake, in command of 21 ships and 1,800 soldiers,
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the expedition struck first at the Canary Islands, then attacked the city of Santo Domingo and the treasure port of

early modern queenship.

Cartagena. Frequently outnumbered, Drake's soldiers won an series of spectacular victories and, laden with

A History of the British Presence in Chile W. Edmundson 2009-10-26 This book sets out to narrate the

treasure, sailed home to a hero's welcome.

contributions to and influence on the history of Chile that British visitors and immigrants have had, not as

Religions of the World: A Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Beliefs and Practices, 2nd Edition [6 volumes] J. Gordon

bystanders but as key players, starting in 1554 with the English Queen 'Bloody Mary' becoming Queen of Chile,

Melton 2010-09-21 This masterful six-volume encyclopedia provides comprehensive, global coverage of religion,

and ending with the decline of British influence following the Second World War.

emphasizing larger religious communities without neglecting the world's smaller religious outposts. • Coverage of

The Image of Elizabeth I in Early Modern Spain Eduardo Olid Guerrero 2019-03 Queen Elizabeth I was an iconic

the religions of more than 240 countries, including all of the larger religious communities, denominations, and sects

figure in England during her reign, with many contemporary English portraits and literary works extolling her

• Detailed statistical information on the major religious communities in each country • 100+ entries on famous and

virtue and political acumen. In Spain, however, her image was markedly different. While few Spanish fictional or

important religious sites and places of pilgrimage • Biographies of the 100 most influential religious leaders in

historical writings focus primarily on Elizabeth, numerous works either allude to her or incorporate her as a

history • More than 150 photographs, plus maps and illustrations for each nation • A bibliography for each entry

character. The Image of Elizabeth I in Early Modern Spain explores the fictionalized, historical, and visual

Colonization, Piracy, and Trade in Early Modern Europe Estelle Paranque 2017-08-03 This collection brings

representations of Elizabeth I and their impact on the Spanish collective imagination. Drawing on works by Miguel

together essays examining the international influence of queens, other female rulers, and their representatives

de Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Pedro de Ribadeneira, Luis de Góngora, Cristóbal de Virués, Antonio Coello, and

from 1450 through 1700, an era of expanding colonial activity and sea trade. As Europe rose in prominence

Calderón de la Barca, among others, the contributors to this volume limn contradictory assessments of Elizabeth’s

geopolitically, a number of important women—such as Queen Elizabeth I of England, Catherine de Medici,

physical appearance, private life, personality, and reign. In doing so they articulate the various and sometimes

Caterina Cornaro of Cyprus, and Isabel Clara Eugenia of Austria—exerted influence over foreign affairs.

conflicting ways in which the Tudor monarch became both the primary figure in English propaganda efforts

Traditionally male-dominated spheres such as trade, colonization, warfare, and espionage were, sometimes for the

against Spain and a central part of the Spanish political agenda. This edited volume revives and questions the image

first time, under the control of powerful women. This interdisciplinary volume examines how they navigated

of Elizabeth I in early modern Spain as a means of exploring how the queen’s persona, as mediated by its Spanish

these activities, and how they are represented in literature. By highlighting the links between female power and

reception, has shaped the ways in which we understand Anglo-Spanish relations during a critical era for both

foreign affairs, Colonization, Piracy, and Trade in Early Modern Europe contributes to a fuller understanding of

kingdoms.
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